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ABSTRACT 
Hybrid cloud consisting of both private cloud and public cloud. Information deduplication system is most used in cloud computing 

technology. Generally in existing system like Convergent encryption, it encrypts/decrypts a Data copy with a convergent key, 

hence it having a chance to generate same convergent key for same identical copies. This paper provides better protection for the 

confidentiality of sensitive data. Hybrid approach is to achieve a secure duplication check with different privileges. To avoid the 

key sharing among the user and handle the keys in the private cloud and provide a secure duplication check. To support stronger 

security by encrypting the file with differential privilege keys. Data duplication process with convergent encryption and novel 

encryption technique. And also achieving the data deduplication in an authorized manner can be shown in security scheme. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Cloud computing allows new enterprise models and cost effective resource utilization. In place of 

maintaining their own data centre, industries can concentrate on their core commercial enterprise and buy assets 
while it will needed. Specially when combining publicly reachable clouds with a privately maintained digital 
infrastructure in a hybrid cloud and that can open up new possibilities for businesses. For everyday computing 
becomes a growing quantity of data it could be saved in the cloud. The statistics shared via different customers 
with specified privileges, which outline the get entry to rights of the stored data. Information deduplication is an 
essential method for taking out repetitive data. Instead of taking number of same records, it stores just single 
duplicate of file. In most organizations, storage framework contains numerous bits of copy information. For 
instance, the same document may be spared in a few better places by distinctive clients. Deduplication disposes 
additional duplicates by sparing only one duplicate of the information and supplanting alternate duplicates with 
pointers that lead back to the first duplicate. Deduplication QoS. has been a famous approach currently use. The 
approach is used to improve storage usage and also can be carried out to network statistics transfers to reduce 
the number of bytes. Instead of maintaining a multiple data copies with identical content material, deduplication 
eliminates the redundant data by way of keeping most effective one physical copy and referring other repeating 
data to that copy. Data deduplication brings a variety of benefits, even though protection and privateness 
concerns arise as customer’s sensitive data are susceptible to both insider and outsider attacks. The convergent 
encryption [3] technique uses convergent key and novel encryption key to encrypt and decrypt the data. After 
the key generation and the data encryption will be done by the user and send the cipher text to the cloud. It is 
derived from the data content, the identical convergent key generated through same data copies and 
subsequently the identical cipher text. Distributed storage frameworks are turning out to be progressively 
prevalent. A promising innovation that holds their expense down is deduplication, which stores single copy of 
repeating data. Proof of ownership (PoWs) technique is used, which lets a customer productively demonstrate to 
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a server that the customer holds a document, as opposed to simply some short data about it. To prevent 
unauthorized access , a at secure  proof of ownership protocol QoS [12] is also  needed to proof of the user 
certainly owns the same file while the file is duplicate is discovered and After the evidence, subsequent user 
with the identical file offer a pointer from the server with no need to add the same file. A user can capable of 
down load the encrypted file with the pointer from the server, that can only be decrypted by the corresponding 
data owners  with their convergent keys. As a consequence, convergent encryption will permit the cloud to 
perform deduplication at the cipher texts and the proof of ownership prevents the unauthorized user to get right 
of entry to the file. 

  
Contribution: 

In this work, the hybrid cloud architecture mechanism. Using this approach to perform the secure duplicate 
check. Generally in existing system like Convergent encryption, it encrypts/decrypts a Data copy with a 
convergent key, hence it having a chance to generate same convergent key for same identical copies. Primary 
goal of the hybrid cloud approach is to solve the problem of deduplication with differential privileges in cloud 
computing. Hence the Symmetric encryption, Proof of ownership and hybrid approach are to achieve a secure 
duplication check with different privileges. To avoid the key sharing among the user and handle the keys in the 
private cloud and provide a secure duplication check. 

 
Preliminaries: 

Consider the secure primitives used in our secure duplication 
 

A. Convergent Encryption Algorithm: 
Convergent encryption mechanism may be used for data deduplication. Convergent encryption affords data 

confidentiality in deduplication. Convergent key derives from the data owner. Each unique data copy and 
encrypts the data with the convergent key. Further, the data owner additionally derives a tag for the data copy, 
such that the tag would be used to identify duplicates. if   data copies are the same, then their tags are the same. 
To come across duplicates, the user first sends the tag to the server aspect to check if the same copy has been 
already saved. Each the encrypted information copy and its corresponding tag would be stored on the server 
side. 

 
B. Novel Encryption Key Generation Algorithm: 

The novel encryption key generation algorithm that used to prevent the brute force attack in the public 
cloud .our proposed authorized duplicate check scheme and also achieving the data deduplication in an 
authorized manner. 
 
Relate Work: 

RevDedup [3] endeavours content similarities of VM pictures by using a hybrid of inline and out-of-request 
deduplication approaches. Coarse-grained global deduplication (inline) to diverse VMs and uproots any copies on 
the compose way, and further applies fine-grained reverse deduplication (out-of-request) to distinctive backup 
variants of the same VM and removes any duplicate from old backup version. We propose threshold based block 
removal mechanism that combines hole- punching to remove duplicate blocks of old backup versions. This is 
executing RevDedup in view of a client server model, which permits different customers to submit changes of 
VM pictures to a capacity server. Proof of ownership protocol QoS [12] is needed to the user and certainly owns 
the same file while the duplicate file is discovered. After the evidence, subsequent user with the identical file 
offers a pointer from the server and no need to add the same file. A user can capable of down load the encrypted 
file with the pointer from the server that can only be decrypted by the corresponding data owners with their 
convergent keys. The goal of venti is to supply a write-once archival repository that may be shared by multiple 
consumer machines and applications. Additionally, by using magnetic disks as the primary Storage technology, 
the performance of the system Approaches that of non-archival storage. An incremental backup application may 
not be able to determine exactly which blocks have modified, leading to unneeded duplication of data. On Venti, 
such duplicate blocks are going to be discarded and just one copy of the information are going to be maintained. 
In fact, exchange the progressive backup can consume a similar quantity of storage. 
 
Data Duplication Problem In Cloud: 

storage performance consist of deduplication  to manage storage providers for better usage in their storage 
backend and that have a potential to serve extra clients with the same infrastructure.  Storage provider stores a 
single copy of a record owned through numerous of its customers and there are four specific deduplication 
techniques such as deduplication happens at the client side or the server side, and deduplication takes place at a 
file stage or at a block level. Deduplication has a better performance it is triggered at the client aspect, as it also 
saves upload bandwidth. For those reasons, deduplication is a critical enabler for a number of famous and a 
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success storage service which offers a reasonably-priced,   remote storage to the broad public by implementing 
client side deduplication. Hence it saves both the network bandwidth and storage prices. Certainly, data 
deduplication is probably one of the important motives why the expenses for cloud storage and cloud backup 
offerings have dropped so sharply. An increasing demand for structures that could offer comfortable records 
storage in a cost-effective way. By identifying common place chunks of each data among files and storing them 
only once, by means of this deduplication. It could yield cost savings through increasing the utility of a given 
amount of storage. However, deduplication exploits same content, while encryption focuses to make all content 
present random, when the same content encrypted with two distinct keys results in very one of a kind cipher text. 
For this reason, encryption combining the distance efficiency of deduplication with the secrecy aspects is tricky. 
Although data deduplication brings a variety of benefits to cloud user. Security and privacy concerns arise as 
customers sensitive data are susceptible to each insider and outsider assaults. While conventional encryption, 
offering data confidentiality, is incompatible with data deduplication. Especially, conventional encryption calls 
for distinct users to encrypt their data with their own keys. Thus, same data copies of different users would cause 
a specific cipher text, which makes deduplication not possible. Thus Convergent encryption has been proposed to 
implement data confidentiality even as making deduplication feasible. 
 
Proposed System: 

Hybrid cloud consisting of both private cloud and public cloud. The private keys for privileges would not 
be issued to user straight, which would be kept and handled by the private cloud server. Proposed system 
construction the user cannot share these private keys of privileges, because of this it is able to prevent the 
privilege key sharing amongst users within the above straightforward creation. The user wants to send a request 
to the private cloud server to receive a file token. The user needs to receive the file token from the private cloud 
server, to perform the duplicate check for a few files. .Before issuing the corresponding file token to the user, 
the private cloud server would check the user’s identification. Before uploading the file, the authorized duplicate 
check for this file cloud be performed by the user with the public cloud. The user both uploads the file or runs 
POW primarily based on the consequences of duplicate check. To provide the security to our data, this paper 
make a use of private cloud additionally. To avoid the duplicate copies of information, data deduplication 
mechanism is used. User can add and download the files from public cloud but private cloud offers the safety 
for that file. The authorized user could upload and download the documents from the public cloud. For that, 
person generates the private key and stored that key onto the private cloud.  

 

 
 
In our system three entities are presented, those are. 
1. Storage Cloud 
2. Data User 
3. Private Cloud 
 

A. Storage Cloud: 
Storage cloud is an entity that offers a data storage provider in public cloud. The storage cloud provider 

issuer affords the data outsourcing service and stores records on behalf of the users. To reduce the storage cost. 
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B. Data Cloud: 
A user is an entity that uses to outsource data storage to the S-CSP and get entry to the data later. In a 

storage machine assisting deduplication, unique data upload the user only but does not upload any duplicate 
data. In authorized deduplication machine, each user is issued a set of privileges inside the setup of the system. 
Convergent encryption key is used to protect every file 

 
C. Private Cloud: 

The private keys for the privileges are handled by way of the private cloud. In deduplication device present 
several new deduplication systems assisting authorized duplicate check in hybrid cloud structure. The private 
keys for privileges would not be issued to users straight, which would be kept and managed by the private cloud 
server. The user wants to send a request to the private cloud server to receive a file token. The user needs to 
receive the file token from the private cloud server, to perform the duplicate check for a few files. Before issuing 
the corresponding file token to the user, the private cloud server would check the user’s identification.  
 
Design Descrirtion: 

The architecture presents four different types of Module 
1. User authentication key pair Generation 
2. User files token development 
3. Duplication check by POW 
4. Convergent key novel encryption key 

 
1. User authentication key pair Generation: 

In this module user send request to CSP (cloud service provider).The cloud service provider verify the user 
and make a privileges’ then generate the key pair for the user by novel encryption key generation and 
convergent key generation method. The key pair that contain a user id, public key, and private key. The private 
clouds that store private key and maintain the privileges table for refer the user tokens. At last the users get the 
id, privileges and public key from the CSP. The admin generate the convergent key for duplication check in the 
cloud.  
 
2. User files token development: 

If the user needed duplicate check for one file, first generate the novel encryption key and convergent key 
used to map the data. after key generation the user send that request token to the private cloud, then the private 
cloud that check the user public key and id, privileges by the privileges table .if token match to privileges table 
then generate the file token that contain the public key, id, file tag, private key .In the file token private key was 
bounded by the public key, id and file tag. 
 
3. Duplication check by POW: 

In this module use the file token to access the data in public cloud. In public cloud the file token was 
verified by the POW (proof of ownership).The POW that checks the owner proof and verify it from the private 
cloud. The file token send to the POW protocol, then the protocol that use the public key, id, private key, file tag 
to verify the user in private cloud. After verification successfully completed mean the private cloud the return 
the signature which contain the time stamp and map for the data in public cloud. 
 
4. Convergent key and novel key encryption: 

In this part novel encryption key and convergent key was encrypted in the public cloud after POW 
verification. The encrypted convergent key that contains the private key, time stamp, and file tag. In the POW 
verification if the files tag same to already existing file tag mean return the existing file location. If the file tag 
new mean allow to add the new file in the cloud .Using this hybrid architecture we achieve the different 
authorized duplicate check. 
 
Implementation: 

Implemented a prototype of the proposed authorized deduplication model addressing the differential 
privilege problem, in which three entities are implemented as client server programs and cloud simulated using 
Cloud Reports which is a GUI extension of CloudSim. A client program is used to model the data users for file 
uploading and downloading process. A private server program is used to model the private cloud which is 
responsible for overseeing privileges, file token generation and deduplication process. Public cloud was 
simulated by using Cloud Reports, the GUI extension of CloudSim which stores the unique files. The 
communications between the entities specified are implemented by using HTTP. Thus data users HTTP Post 
request to the servers. There are three entities in the Twin ClouDedup architecture. Client, Public Cloud, Private 
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Cloud. Client provides function calls for token generation, deduplication process along with file uploading and 
downloading. 

• Send token request-tokenRequest (file, userid). 
• It request for deduplication process. 
• Encrypts the file using 256-bit AES algorithm, the keyfor encryption derived by using SHA hashing of 

thefile. 
• Uploads the unique file to the public cloud. fileUpload(file, filename, token). 
• Download file. 
Implementation of the private server includes request handlers for the token generation, updating the token 

information, and deduplication process. 
• Generate token by using the file-Token (file). UsesSHA algorithm for the generation of the token. 
• Update the token information. 
• Check for duplicate files using the token information of other files stored. 
• If there is pointer assign a pointer to the client. Public cloud implemented by using Cloud Reports GUI 

extension of the CloudSim provides the data storage. 
• file Storage (file, filename, hash). 

 
Results And Analysis: 
 
Table I: Before deduplication 

User Name File Name File size 
in bytes 

Karthi Aes.txt 3734 
Mona Registration.txt 309 
Ravi Cmap.txt 3291 
Dheena Resume.txt 734 
Priya Cmap.txt 3291 
Nivi Aes.txt 3734 
Koki Cmap.txt 3291 
Total space  18384 

 
Table II:  

Karthi Aes.txt 3734 
Mona,ravi,dheena Registration.txt 309 
Priya,nivi Cmap.txt 3291 
Koki Resume.txt 734 
Total space  8068 

Total space saved=18384-8068=10316 bytes. 
 
After comparing Table I and Table II it is understood that deduplication saves storage space. Here we 

calculates hash values of entire file so the proposed method achieve better throughput as it compares with hash 
value of the entire file. However, deduplication efficiency is comparatively low because exact deduplication 
process happens only in chunk level deduplication. Hence, this mechanism performs only approximate 
deduplication. 
 
Conclusion: 

Hybrid clouds provide a more flexibility to companies while providing choice in phrases of keeping 
manipulate and security. In proposed system authorized data deduplication was proposed to data security 
protection by inclusive of differential privileges of customers inside. The duplicate check machine provided 
several new deduplication constructions helping authorized duplicate check in hybrid cloud structure. The 
duplicate-check tokens of documents are generated by using the private cloud server with personal keys. 
Proposed device is secure in terms of insider and outsider assaults special in the proposed security version. The 
proposed authorized duplicate check scheme incurs minimum overhead compared to convergent encryption and 
network switch. 
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